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node during the replication process of information
transmission can improve the speed of the network, which
has an important significance in real-time service.
Degree-constrained [1] multicast problem can be described
as a degree-constraint Steiner tree problem, which is also a
NP-Complete problem.
When compared with the unconstrained Steiner tree
problem, little research has done on the degree-constrained
Steiner tree problem. Several heuristic algorithms were
proposed for this problem: the degree-constrained shortest
path heuristic SPH [2] and the degree-constrained kruskal
shortest path heuristic algorithm K.SPH [3]. The first, we
study genetic algorithm [4-6] in-depth and grasp the basic
idea of genetic algorithms and problem-solving steps.
Finally, we design and realize degree-constrained
multicast routing algorithm based on genetic algorithm.
The algorithm is based on the genetic evolution of
thinking, simulating Darwin's biological theory of
evolution. The algorithm uses the node matrix encoding a
multicast routing tree. The encoding is simple and easy to
implement using two-dimensional array. In this paper, we
initialize the population of individuals through random
depth-first algorithm. Using crossover and mutation,
parent individuals produce offspring, and then the
excellent individuals are selected to form offspring’s
according to the survival of the fittest (for the next
generation). In order to ensure convergence of the
algorithm, we not only adopted proportional selection
operator but also retain the best individual strategy. At the
same time, we have improved the random tree generation
algorithm and mutation operation. When we execute the
random tree generation algorithm, we often encounter
invalid node, for which the degree is invalid or constitute a
loop. We record the node to avoid search invalid node
again when executing random tree generation next time. In
the mutation operation, we have abandoned the original
variation, instead of using a combination of local
variations and global variations. In this way, we can adjust
the variation of parameters to obtain the desired variation
effects easily. The coding of the algorithm is simple and
solved the difficulty of encoding and decoding of multicast
tree problem based on genetic algorithm effective and can
obtain suboptimal solutions quickly.
The network model can be regarded as a connected
undirected graph G(V, E). Where V is the set of network
nodes, E is the set of network links. Let size=|V| be the
number of network nodes, |E| the number of the network
links. Edge between node u and v is defined as Edge (u, v).

Abstract—Computer network technology has been growing
explosively and the multicast technology has become a hot
Internet research topic. The main goal of multicast routing
algorithm is seeking a minimum cost multicast tree in a given
network, also known as the Steiner tree problem, which is a
classical NP-Complete problem. We measure the multicast
capability of each node through the degree-constraint for
each node and discuss the problem of multicast in the case of
degree-constraint, which has an important significance in the
communication network. Limiting the capacity of each node
during the replication process of information transmission
can improve the speed of the network, which has an
important significance in real-time service. In this paper, we
solve constrained multicast routing algorithm based on
genetic algorithm. The idea is to simulate the Darwinian
theory of biological evolution. At the same time, we improve
the generating random tree and replace the variation by the
combination of the two variations. On one hand, we improve
the efficiency of generating random tree and on the other
hand, we can control the mutation of different variations in a
more flexible manner.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Multicast is an effective mechanism supporting for
multi-point communication that a communication form a
sender to multiple recipients. In multicast, you can reduce
network traffic which multiple receivers at the same time
received through send one single flow of data to multiple
receivers. Multicast routing algorithm is to discuss how to
find a multicast tree an in a relatively short period of time
and spending a relatively small resources and bandwidth
which connected to the source node and destination node.
Data flows along the tree path and copied just at the
bifurcation of the tree and the bandwidth can be shared in
the common part of the path, thus saving network
resources. Traditional multicast routing problem assumes
that each node has a multicast function, then to seek a
minimal cost multicast tree that contains the multicast
nodes. While in the actual network, the capability of
multicast node is not the case. Many nodes do not support
multicast and the ability of nodes to copy the information
is limited. Some nodes only store and forward functions
without copy function. Considering generality, we define
the multicast capability of the network node as
degree-constraint. We measure the multicast capability of
each node through the degree-constraint for each node and
discuss the problem of multicast in the case of
degree-constraint, which has an important significance in
the communication network. Limiting the capacity of each
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We define the cost parameters: C (e), refers to all the costs
of the edges in the tree (here, the cost is a generalized
definition, it can be measured by distance, channel
bandwidth, average traffic, communication the overhead,
the average queue length, delay and other factors). We
define the node degree constraint: Degcon (v). We define
Deg (v) as the degree of a node in the current multicast
tree. Multicast tree T(s,M) is a generated sub-tree of the
graph G(V, E). This subtree covers the source node s
V and all the destination nodes M. We define M as the set
of all destination nodes: M = { d 1, d 2 ,, d num }, num =

M

TABLE 1: CHROMOSOME CODING

v1 v 2 v 3 v 4 v 5 v 6
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6

is the number of multicast group. In addition,

T (s , M ) include the intermediate nodes in the multicast
tree which not belong to the set M and are not source node.
PT ( s , d i ) is a path from the source node s to destination
node d i M in the multicast tree T. The RanPathT (u ,v )
means that a random path from the tree T to the node v in
the network topology, node u T . Crossover probability:
PC mutation probability: PM
The total cost of the tree T ( s , M ) is defined as the
sum of the costs of all links in that tree and can be given
by:
C (T ( s , M ))
C (e )
e T ( s ,M )

The cost of the degree-constraint multicast routing
problem may be defined as:
MinC (T ( s , M ))

Deg (v ) Degcon (v ), v

T (s , M )

II. GENETIC ALGORITHM
The genetic algorithm uses the overall search strategy
and optimization of the search [7-9], so the calculation
does not depend on the gradient or other auxiliary
knowledge and only need affect the search direction of the
objective function and the corresponding fitness function.
The genetic algorithm provides a generic framework for
solving complex problems and it does not depend on the
specific areas of the problem and it has a strong
robustness. So, genetic algorithm is widely used in many
subjects.
A.

Coding Schemes
The individual in the multicast routing [10] problem
can be as a spanning tree generated by the graph G (V , E ) .
In fact, we can identify a tree or individual uniquely if we
determine each edge of the multicast tree. So, we encode
individual by node matrix and realize it by a
two-dimensional array. In Table 1, we define the
connection matrix:

Yn

n

E (vi ,v j ), E (vi ,v j )

0,1 ,vi

V ,v j

V

0 0 1 1
1 0 1
0 0
0

0
0
1
1
1

B.

Generation of initial population
Generated initialization of the population, we use the
random depth-first algorithm to get the degree-constrained
spanning tree T (M) and the number of the initial trees or
individuals is pop_size. We get each tree according to the
following steps. First, we initialize a multicast tree
contains only isolated the source node. Then we select a
destination node d i from the set M. Then we generated
a random path from the source node s to the destination
node d i . Then we merge the path into the multicast tree T
until the entire destination node has been merged into the
multicast tree T. Among them, we use the random
depth-first search algorithm to generate a random path.
Moreover, we improved the random depth-first search
algorithm. Due to the degree-constraint conditions in the
path, we often meet invalid node, which does not satisfy
the degree-constrained condition. This moment, we will
records the invalid node down in order to avoid search
invalid node again in the next path generation. In a way,
we improved the efficiency of the random path generation.
Random tree generation algorithm is described as follows:
Procedureᖈ RandomTreeGenerater()
Beginᖈ

T (s , M ) {s}ᖉ//initial a multicast tree which only
contains a source node s
For each d i in M do
{
/*Generate a random path which from the tree T to the
destination node d i by calling the random path
generation function RandomPathGenerater (d ,T ( s , M ))
*/
Generate a random path which from the tree T to the
destination node d i as RanPathT (u , d i ) ᖉ// u

T

as an individual and the Chromosome coding is illustrated.
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RanPathT (u , d i )

Merge the path

to the tree

T (s , M ) ᖉ
}
End
Random path generation algorithm is described as
follows:
Procedure: RandomPathGenerater (d ,T ( s , M ))
Begain:
Visited

[size]

ᖉ

//Record

the

node

in

RanPathT (u , d ) ᕺ0ᖈnot in the treeᖉ1ᖈin the tree.
Current

1ᖉ//add the destination node into path.

While Current not in T ( s , M ) do
{
Get a node from {V-{Visited}} as Current random;
Path

[current][d]

1

//merge

ᖉ

Selection
The genetic algorithm is based on Darwin's natural
selection process mainly, so the selection plays a key role
in evolution. The sample space of the algorithm is
uniform. At first, we define the number of offspring equal
parent group and then we select pop_size individuals,
which have a high fitness as the next-generation groups
from the parent and offspring using roulette algorithm [16]
and in accordance with the principle of survival of the
fittest. In addition, taking into account the principle of the
best individual should be retained, the best individual of
the parent copied to the next generation directly is not used
for crossover with other individual.
E.

d;

Visited [d]

D.

the

Edge (Current , d ) into the path;
}
// Degrees constraint judgment to fork node
If Deg (Current ) Degcon (current ) then
Add current into {Visited} ᖉ//recode the invalid
node;
Calls RandomPathGenerater( T ( s , M ) ) recursiveᖉ
Compute the degree of node in the path PT ( s , d ) that is
the degree of destination node and fork node and 1, the
degree of intermediate node and 2ᖉ

Crossover
The crossover operation is the core part of the genetic
progress. The crossover operation is the main way to
produce individuals in the next generation, it is necessary
to passed the good character in the population to the next
generation, while maintain the diversity of individuals in
the population. Through the crossover operation, the
search capability of genetic algorithm is able to leap to
improve. In this algorithm, we draw on algorithm thinking
from the literature [8] to complete the crossover operation
through merging trees and we set the crossover probability
0.5.
Randomly
selected
two
individuals:
PF ( s , M ) , PM ( s , M ) , produce an offspring
individual PG ( s , M ) . First, each tree T ( s , M ) is
decomposed into a set

calculate PF ( s , M ) and PM ( s , M ) from the source
node s to destination node d path fitness value
FF ( s , d ) and the FM ( s , d ) , we define:

Return RanPathT (current , d ) ᖉ
End

F (T ( s , M ))

10

1
C (T ( s , M ))

1
e

Fitness Function
Fitness function is the standard for genetic algorithm to
determine the individual good or bad and smaller the cost
is, higher its fitness be. It is a minimum optimization
problem. This problem can be converted into the problem
that seeking the maximum value of the optimization of
objective function by gets the reciprocal of objective
function. So for each multicast tree T ( s , M ) , fitness
function can be defined as the reciprocal of the total cost
of the tree T ( s , M ) :
1
e T ( s ,M )

C (e )

M which contains

path from source node to destination node. Then, we select
the two cross-object PF ( s , M ) and PM ( s , M ) . We

FT ( s , d )

C.

PT ( s , d ), d

PT ( s ,d )

c (e )

We select PF ( s , M ) or PM ( s , M ) randomly as the
path of offspring PG ( s , M ) in order to avoid premature
local convergence of populations. After determine the path
set of the offspring PG ( s , M ) , we finally merge the path
and delete ring, constraints judgment.
F.

Mutation
Mutation operation in the evolutionary process is an
important part. On the one hand, mutation accelerates the
move to the optimal solution by small local variations. On
the other hand, fresh blood is injected into the populations’
non-stop to maintain the freshness of individuals in the
population and avoid falling into a local optimum. In this
paper, we use a combination of the two variants. The first
mutation, small-scale variation occurred in parent
individuals. First, we select the outstanding individual as
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the variation object by replacing a small number of the
path from destination node to the source node to complete
the first mutation and the probability is set to 0.2 that is
20% of the parent individual producing offspring
individual. For the second variation, we use multi-point
mutation and the mutation probability is set to 0.3 that is
30% of the parent individual producing offspring
individual. According to our encoding, we generate a new
individual by replace some edge in the chromosome by its
allele and the probability of the variation in edge is set to
0.2. After variation, the variation of individual T ( s , M )
will be divided the tree into a series of subtrees
{TS ( s , M ),T S ( s , M )T S ( s , M )} and then merge the
1

2

n

subtree into the mutated offspring. First of all,
subtrees delete its loop and subtree in set of
merged with other tree until there is one
T S ( s , M ) in the set of subtrees. Finally, we
last

each of
subtrees
subtree
need to

traverse every destination nod, determine whether the node
have joined the multicast tree T S ( s , M ) . Because the
last

process of merging trees may come across failing of
subtree’s merging due to the degree-constraint conditions.
For the failure destination node in the tree, we then
generated path which from the source node to the
destination node by the random path algorithm and then
merge the path to the multicast tree T ( s , M ) .
S last
The first mutation operation is described as follows:
Procedure: MutationProcess_a ( )

tree T ( s , M ) and then the merge Path ( s , d i ) into the
tree T ( s , M ) ;
}
End
The second mutation operation is described as follows:
Procedure: MutationProcess_b ()
Begain:
T (s , M ) ; // individual T (s , M ) for variation.
Mutate T ( s , M ) , and thus obtained a series of subtree
{ T s ( s , M ) };
i

Subtree which contains source and destination nodes
get rid of loop and then prune the subtree. At the same
time, we should mark these subtrees that is mark subtree
which contains the source node: Mark T s ( s , M ) = 1
i

and subtree which contains the destination node subtree
labeled as 2,3  in turn. Compute the degree of node in
the entire subtree T s ( s , M ) ;
i

Filter out invalid subtree not containing the source
node or destination node and then get the set of subtree
finally:
subtree {T S ( s , M ),TS ( s , M )...T S (s , M )} ;
1

n

2

// Start to merge subtree in the set of subtree and judge
degree-constraint
Tsi ( s, M )
Choose
from
subtree
which

Mark T s ( s , M ) = 2;
i

Begainᖈ
Initialize the destination node subset of M ';
// the individual of T (s , M ) or mutation.
Select the outstanding individual T ( s , M ) using the
roulette wheel;
Select a leaf node meanwhile a destination node
d i T ( s , M ) randomly and record the path PT ( s , d i ) ;
Node d i joins destination node subset of M '.
Travers node in the path PT ( s , d i ) from the node

d i in reverse order, until the node v is fork node and
record the path PT (v , d i ) . At the same time, determine
whether the node v is destination node, if so, and then add
the node v into M '.
For each d i in M' do
{
/*Call
the
random
path
generation
RandomPathGenerater( T ( s , M ) ) to generate the path
from the source node s to destination node d i . */
Generate a random path from the source node s to
destination node d i the Path ( s , d i ) randomly;

do

While the number of the set of subtree is greater than 1
{
Select another subtree T s ( s , M ) from the set of
j

subtree randomly;
If Mark T s ( s , M )

Mark T s ( s , M ) then
j

i

Generate

the

random

path

Path (T s ( s , M ),T s ( s , M )) which connects the tree
i

j

of Mark T s ( s , M ) to the tree

Mark T s ( s , M )
j

i

If all the node in

.

Path (T s ( s , M ), T s ( s , M ))
i

j

satisfy

the degree-constrained condition then
Merger tree Tsi ( s, M ) into Ts (s, M ) ;
j

Modify, Mark T s ( s , M ) = Mark T s ( s , M ) ;
j
i

Else
Delete tree

Ts j (s, M ) from the set of subtree;

Else

Travers node in the path PT ( s , d i ) from destination
node in reverse order, until the node already belongs to the
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Generate
the
Path (T s ( s , M ), T s ( s , M ))
i

of

j

Mark T s ( s , M )
i

random

path

, which connects the tree

to the tree Mark T s ( s , M ) .
j

If all the node in Path (T s ( s , M ),T s ( s , M )) satisfy
i

j

the degree-constrained condition then
Merger tree T s ( s , M ) into T s ( s , M ) ;
j

i

Modify, Mark T s ( s , M ) = Mark T s ( s , M ) ;
j
i

Else
Delete tree T s ( s , M ) from the set of subtree;

2 Deg (v )
3
that is limiting the degree-constraint of node is 2/3 times
as lager as the value of the actual degree of the nodes in
the random network topology. Meanwhile we set Degcon
(v) greater than or equal to 1. Population size of pop_size
and termination conditions of N is set with the network
size dynamically.
Figure 1 shows the cost of best individual in each
generation changes in line chart. We set the number of
nodes is 40 and the destination nodes is 8. The genetic
manipulation achieves convergence after 61 generation.
From the figure, we can find that the cost of the best
individual in each generation decreasing until a stable
value, namely, the state of convergence.

two algorithms, we set the value of Degcon(v)

j

}
Remove the last tree of T s ( s , M ) from the set of



last

subtree;
While there are still the purpose of node, d_i, is not
joined T_ (s_last) (s, M) do
{
Generate Path ( s , d i ) from the source node s to the
destination node d i randomly;
If all the node in the path Path ( s , d i ) satisfy the
degree constraint then
Merge the path Path ( s , d i ) to the tree of T s ( s , M ) ;
last

Else
Calls the function which generate random Path ( s , d i )
from the source node s to destination node d i recursive;
}
End
G.

End Condition
This algorithm, we set the termination condition for the
generic: the variance of the best individual’s fitness value
in last N group less than their mathematical expectation of
0.01 times. The value of N should be set dynamically with
the constant changes of network size. When this condition
is reached, the group has evolved to a stationary state; the
optimal individual is close to the global optimal solution
most. According to the experimental results, we can get
more desirable results when the algorithm reaches a
convergence state.
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Figure 1. Cost of best individual in each generation in GA and SPH

Figure 2 depicts the cost of best individual in the
generation under the comparison between the genetic
algorithm and the SPH algorithm in different network size
when the state is convergence. We use the average value
of the 10 costs of best individual in the generation
generated by 10 times of execution of algorithm. We set
the number of the destination nodes is 20% of the number
of the all nodes in different network size. We can see the
cost of the optimal tree generated by the genetic algorithm
is always less than the SPH algorithm under different
network size. And the larger the random network size is,
the more obvious advantages of genetic algorithms are.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this paper, we simulate our genetic algorithm in
MRSIM. We realized the degree-constraint SPH algorithm
in order to analyze the results by comparing genetic
algorithm with SPH algorithm. Conducting comparative
analysis, In order to unified simulation environment of the
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Figure 2. Cost of best individual in the generation of genetic algorithm
and the SPH algorithm in different network size

Figure 3 illustrates the convergence time of
comparison between the genetic algorithm and the SPH
algorithm under different number of nodes. We set the
number of the nodes is 20% of the number of the all nodes
in different network size. We simulate 10 times in each
network size and calculate the average time. We can see as
the network size increases, the convergence time also
increases. This is because as the number of node becomes
large, the search space becomes larger and we need to
enlarge the number of iterations in order to obtain better
multicast tree and for the convergence time grows too.
While, the convergence time of SPH algorithm is much
faster than the genetic algorithm. In terms of convergence
rate, the SPH is better than the genetic algorithm.
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Figure 3. Impact of genetic algorithm and the SPH algorithm in
convergence time

Figure 4 shows the number of generations when the
state achieves convergence in the different network size.
We set the number of the nodes is 20% of the number of
the all nodes in different network size. We simulate 10
times in each network size and calculate the average time.
We can see, see as the network size increases, the number
of generations when the state achieves convergence
increases. This is because as the network size increasing,
result in the search space larger and the search harder.

Figure 4. Number of generations when the state achieves convergence
in the different network size.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a degree-constrained
multicast routing algorithm based on genetic algorithm.
The algorithm is based on Darwin's genetic theory of
evolution, according to the natural law of survival of the
fittest. First, this paper improved random path generation
algorithm, increasing tree generation efficiency. Second,
the paper uses a combination of two variants to better
simulate the variation process in order to adjust the
variation parameter expediently. Finally, we realized our
algorithm in MRSIM and then evaluate the simulation
results.
Not the same as with ordinary heuristic search
algorithm, genetic algorithm is a stochastic global search
algorithm which focusing on achieving global parallel
search with a large search space and adjust the search
direction in order to find to the optimal solution or
quasi-optimal solution through the search process. General
heuristic algorithms are poor search algorithms or local
search algorithms mostly. Such as the SPH algorithm, it
just concentrated in the shortest edge while not consider
the overall situation. From the simulation results, the
results of multicast routing algorithm based on genetic
algorithm obtained usually better than common heuristic
algorithms such as the SPH algorithm. Especially the
larger network size, our algorithm tends to find a multicast
tree with a lower cost than the average heuristic algorithm.
However, the genetic algorithm also has its own
shortcomings. In the case of convergence time, genetic
algorithm needs a longer time. Because the genetic
algorithm is global search, while the SPH algorithm is
only concentrated in the shortest edge. From the
experimental results, this convergence time of the
algorithm increases but the performance decreased with
the increasing in network size and nodes.
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